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This edition of the catalogue was printed on August 26, 2019.
To view updates, please see the Early Spring 2020 Raincoast eCatalogue
or visit www.raincoast.com

Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Books and Cats
Unboxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654568 • $32.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Books and Cats
Boxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654575 • $26.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Mahatma Gandhi, Shake the World
Unboxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654605 • $32.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Mahatma Gandhi, Shake the World
Boxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654612 • $26.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.

Notes
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Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Let Your Dreams Sail On
Unboxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654629 • $32.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.

Notes
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Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Let Your Dreams Sail On
Boxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654636 • $26.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.
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Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

William Morris, We Are Only Trustees
Unboxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654643 • $32.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

William Morris, We Are Only Trustees
Boxed Set of 6 Cards
by Bruce Smith, by (artist) Yoshiko Yamamoto
Founded by Bruce Smith & Yoshiko Yamamoto, The Arts & Crafts Press is a
small fine press producing notecards, books, and block prints by letterpress
on antique printing process.
All cards this section are 5 x 7 inches, portrait.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
5x7
9781423654650 • $26.00 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Bruce Smith lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and Crafts
movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Smith was the editor of American
Bungalow News and associate editor of American Bungalow magazine. Smith
co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma, Washington, publishers of The
Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Yoshiko Yamamoto, lover of history and historical writing, write on the Arts and
Crafts movement, bungalows, craft, and food. Yamamoto is both a student of
life and of history. Yamamoto co-owns The Arts and Crafts Press in Tacoma,
Washington, publishers of The Tabby: A Chronicle of the Arts and Crafts
Movement.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

The Solar System with - El Sistema Solar con Ellen
A bilingual astronomy book
by Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein, illustrated by Citlali Reyes
Introduce the universe to your baby through this charming bilingual book,
which will show them the sun, moon, and planets in English and Spanish.
Take a trip around our solar system with Ellen Ochoa, the first Latina in the
world to travel into space. This book introduces little ones to the sun, moon,
and planets with simple facts in English and Spanish.
The Solar System with/El Sistema Solar con Ellen is a wonderful bilingual
boardbook that celebrates the contributions of an incredible trailblazer while
introducing little ones to our solar system.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
6.75 x 6.75 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781947971400 • $14.99 • board book
Ages 0-3

Notes
Promotion

Patty Rodriguez is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a publisher of bilingual
children's books and co-author of more than 15 books celebrating the LatinoAmerican experience in this country. Her work has been featured in the New
York Times, Washington Post, Time, and Rolling Stone magazine. She's
received numerous awards for her commitment in elevating Latino-American
voices, including LA Times' Cultural Influencer Award. You can also listen to
Patty every morning in Los Angeles on the On Air with Ryan Seacrest
nationally syndicated radio show. She lives in Los Angeles, California, with her
two boys, Alexander and Oliver. Visit her on Instagram @pattyrodriguez.
Ariana Stein is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a Los Angeles-based publisher
that celebrates bilingualism and Latin American culture. Since 2014, she has
co-authored a variety of first concept children's books. Recognizing the
bilingual gap and diversity void in children's literature, she became passionate
for bilingual education and multicultural books. In 2016, she left her corporate
job to focus on Lil' Libros. She has been featured in the Los Angeles Times,
Forbes, CNN, KTLA, and more. When she's not working, you can find her
frequenting her local favorite seafood and taco spots, reading, running, and
having in-home jiu-jitsu competitions with her son, Ethan, and husband, Nick.
You can find her on Instagram @ariana_stein.

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

El Chapulin Colorado
Sounds - Sonidos
by Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein, illustrated by Citlali Reyes

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
6.75 x 6.75 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781947971417 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Sounds • Ages 0-3

Notes
Promotion

Latin America's beloved superhero El Chapulin Colorado introduces your
baby to the natural sounds around them in both English and Spanish.
For many years, children all over Latin America have known one superhero
who uses his noble heart to save the day: El Chapulin Colorado (The Red
Grasshopper) with his trademark red suit and yellow heart!
Introduced in the early 1970s by the same man who created the El Chavo"
television series, El Chapulin Colorado's enthusiasm and goofiness continue
to inspire children all over the world to realize that you don't always need
extraordinary superpowers to do extraordinary things.
Inspired by the internationally acclaimed sitcom "El Chapulin Colorado," this
book introduces little ones to sound effects in English and Spanish. You will
rejoice as you share the same hero you grew up with while helping them learn
words that mimic the natural sounds of objects and actions. Your little one will
learn that a clock's sound is "tic tac," or when you knock on the door, you hear
"toc toc" in Spanish.

Author Bio
Patty Rodriguez is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a publisher of bilingual
children's books and co-author of more than 15 books celebrating the LatinoAmerican experience in this country. Her work has been featured in the New
York Times, Washington Post, Time, and Rolling Stone magazine. She's
received numerous awards for her commitment in elevating Latino-American
voices, including LA Times' Cultural Influencer Award. You can also listen to
Patty every morning in Los Angeles on the On Air with Ryan Seacrest
nationally syndicated radio show. She lives in Los Angeles, California, with her
two boys, Alexander and Oliver. Visit her on Instagram @pattyrodriguez.
Ariana Stein is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a Los Angeles-based publisher
that celebrates bilingualism and Latin American culture. Since 2014, she has
co-authored a variety of first concept children's books. Recognizing the
bilingual gap and diversity void in children's literature, she became passionate
for bilingual education and multicultural books. In 2016, she left her corporate
job to focus on Lil' Libros. She has been featured in the Los Angeles Times,
Forbes, CNN, KTLA, and more. When she's not working, you can find her
frequenting her local favorite seafood and taco spots, reading, running, and
having in-home jiu-jitsu competitions with her son, Ethan, and husband, Nick.
You can find her on Instagram @ariana_stein.

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

VAMANOS Havana
by Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein, illustrated by Ana Godinez
Teach your baby about Havana, the capital of Cuba, through illustrations and
words that will teach them about the world in English and Spanish.
Let's take a trip around the world with VAMANOS. In this colorful new series
by Lil' Libros, each book celebrates the sights, sounds, and people of a
different city both in English and Spanish.
Through adventurous illustrations, make a quick trip to Havana on the island
of Cuba to play a little game of dominos with the abuelitos. Discover with your
children what makes each city fantastic and special.
With simple text by Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein, and colorful illustrations
by Lil' Libros' very own Ana Godinez, each book will have your little ones
celebrating the world, fostering empathy, and seeing that there are a million
ways to live on this planet!

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
6.75 x 6.75 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781947971424 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / People & Places / Caribbean &
Latin America • Ages 0-3

Notes
Promotion

Patty Rodriguez is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a publisher of bilingual
children's books and co-author of more than 15 books celebrating the LatinoAmerican experience in this country. Her work has been featured in the New
York Times, Washington Post, Time, and Rolling Stone magazine. She's
received numerous awards for her commitment in elevating Latino-American
voices, including LA Times' Cultural Influencer Award. You can also listen to
Patty every morning in Los Angeles on the On Air with Ryan Seacrest
nationally syndicated radio show. She lives in Los Angeles, California, with her
two boys, Alexander and Oliver. Visit her on Instagram @pattyrodriguez.
Ariana Stein is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a Los Angeles-based publisher
that celebrates bilingualism and Latin American culture. Since 2014, she has
co-authored a variety of first concept children's books. Recognizing the
bilingual gap and diversity void in children's literature, she became passionate
for bilingual education and multicultural books. In 2016, she left her corporate
job to focus on Lil' Libros. She has been featured in the Los Angeles Times,
Forbes, CNN, KTLA, and more. When she's not working, you can find her
frequenting her local favorite seafood and taco spots, reading, running, and
having in-home jiu-jitsu competitions with her son, Ethan, and husband, Nick.
You can find her on Instagram @ariana_stein.

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

VAMANOS San Salvador
by Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein, illustrated by Ana Godinez
Teach your baby about San Salvador, the capital of El Salvador, through
illustrations and words that will teach them about the world in English and
Spanish.
Let's take a trip around the world with VAMANOS. In this colorful new series
by Lil' Libros, each book celebrates the sights, sounds, and people of a
different city both in English and Spanish.
Through charming illustrations, you and your child will travel to San Salvador,
the capital of El Salvador, and hike up to nature's giant, the Boqueron volcano.
Discover with your children what makes each city fantastic and special.
With simple text by Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein, and colorful illustrations
by Lil' Libros' very own Ana Godinez, each book will have your little ones
celebrating the world, fostering empathy, and seeing that there are a million
ways to live on this planet!

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
6.75 x 6.75 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781947971431 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / People & Places / Caribbean &
Latin America • Ages 0-3

Notes
Promotion

Patty Rodriguez is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a publisher of bilingual
children's books and co-author of more than 15 books celebrating the LatinoAmerican experience in this country. Her work has been featured in the New
York Times, Washington Post, Time, and Rolling Stone magazine. She's
received numerous awards for her commitment in elevating Latino-American
voices, including LA Times' Cultural Influencer Award. You can also listen to
Patty every morning in Los Angeles on the On Air with Ryan Seacrest
nationally syndicated radio show. She lives in Los Angeles, California, with her
two boys, Alexander and Oliver. Visit her on Instagram @pattyrodriguez.
Ariana Stein is the co-founder of Lil' Libros, a Los Angeles-based publisher
that celebrates bilingualism and Latin American culture. Since 2014, she has
co-authored a variety of first concept children's books. Recognizing the
bilingual gap and diversity void in children's literature, she became passionate
for bilingual education and multicultural books. In 2016, she left her corporate
job to focus on Lil' Libros. She has been featured in the Los Angeles Times,
Forbes, CNN, KTLA, and more. When she's not working, you can find her
frequenting her local favorite seafood and taco spots, reading, running, and
having in-home jiu-jitsu competitions with her son, Ethan, and husband, Nick.
You can find her on Instagram @ariana_stein.

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Super Torta!
by Eric Ramos
Bombo loves tortas. Bombo never forgets to pack his tortas for lunch. But
when he accidentally drops one of his tortas in a bucket full of radioactive goo
while on a school field trip, the only person that can save the city from doom is
Bombo himself!
What is a torta? A torta is the ultimate sandwich made with a baguette-style
bread called bolillo. You can have a chicken torta, steak torta, cuban torta, or
the classic one with ham. Whichever way you have it, you will agree it is the
best sandwich west of the Mississippi!
Eric Ramos was born and raised in Norwalk, CA. He graduated from FIDM
with a Graphic Design degree. His hobbies include trying new foods,
hiking/camping/backpacking in mountain peaks, and learning about the world
through traveling.

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
11.25 x 9.25 • 30 pages
9781947971455 • $21.99 • cl
Juvenile Fic / Superheroes • Ages 4-8 years

Eric Ramos was born and raised in Norwalk, CA. He graduated from FIDM
with a Graphic Design degree. His hobbies include trying new foods,
hiking/camping/backpacking in mountain peaks, and learning about the world
through traveling.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Reading Is Sexy Button Box
by Gibbs Smith Publisher
Fall in love with Gibbs Smith’s new line of buttons for booklovers. Wear your
heart on your sleeve (or collar, or backpack, or corkboard, or tote). Sample
phrases include: “Book lust,” “Readers are my type,” “Books made me do it,”
“Woo me with words,” “Let’s get lit,” and “The resistance reads.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
4 x 7.75
9781423653486 • $204.00 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

The Mighty Button Box
by by (artist) Nicole LaRue
Whether you're marching in a protest or hitting the books, Gibbs Smith
encourages everyone to be Mighty!
Twenty-four unique button designs are found in the Mighty button box
collection.
120 (1.25-inch) buttons in 24 different designs.
Box: 4 wide x 5 3/4" deep x 7 3/4" high.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 17/20
4 x 7.75
9781423633440 • $204.00 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

I Love the Mountains
by Haily Meyers and Kevin Meyers
Boom-dee-ah-da, Boom-dee-ah-da, Boom boom boom!
I love the mountains, I love the rolling hills,
I love the flowers, I love the daffodils,
I love the fireside, when all the lights are low,
Boom-dee-ah-da, Boom-dee-ah-da,
Boom-dee-ah-da, Boom-dee-ah-da. . .
Take a walk in the mountains and sing this rollicking song, whether for you it's
a beloved campfire tradition or abrand new rhyme. Little ones will love the
bouncing melody and the Meyers' adorable illustrations, and parents will love
the nostalgia of simpler times and summer camp songs.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 17/20
8 x 12 • 32 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423653189 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Sports & Recreation / Camping &
Outdoor Activities

Haily and Kevin Meyers are the husband and wife team behind the dazzling
baby product line - Lucy Darling (lucydarling.com). Haily's design work can be
seen on their unique monthly sticker designs, nursery art prints, baby memory
books, and multiple baby products. Their work has been featured in
Pregnancy and Newborn magazine, Red Tricycle, Babiekins Magazine, Cool
Mom Picks, KIWI magazine, Mollie Makes magazine, Fresh Style magazine,
Mom Trends, HGTV Canada, and specialty baby shops worldwide. They live
in Arizona.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

C Is for Camping
illustrated by Greg Paprocki
Introduce your toddler to camping with this colorful alphabet primer featuring
themes from the great outdoors.
An engaging collection of 26 illustrations featuring campground favorites from
Campfires and Hammocks to S'mores and Wildlife. Illustrator Greg Paprocki's
popular BabyLit alphabet board books feature his classically retro midcentury
art style that's proven to be a hit with both toddlers and adults. Discover new
details in each illustration with every successive reading.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
6.38 x 8.38 • 32 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423653561 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Sports & Recreation / Camping &
Outdoors • Ages 0-3

Greg Paprocki works full-time as an illustrator and book designer. In addition
to illustrating several Curious George books, he's provided illustrations for a
number of books for Gibbs Smith, including A Is for Atom, S Is for Santa, B Is
for Boo, and The Big Book of Superheroes. He began his career as an
advertising art director after studying fine art and graphic design at the
University of Nebraska.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Swan Lake
My First Ballet Book
by Jennifer Adams, illustrated by Corey Egbert
Introduce little ones to the beautiful art of ballet with this classic story.
Share in the magic and fantasy of Tchaikovsky's beloved Swan Lake : meet
the gallant prince, evil sorcerer, and beautiful girls under a terrible spell. My
First Ballet Books encourage babies to Be Creative, Be Active, and Be
Brilliant through the classic art of ballet.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 10/20
6.88 x 6.88 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423653578 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Performing Arts / Dance

JENNIFER ADAMS is the author of more than 30 books, including board
books in the best-selling BabyLit series which introduce young children to the
world of classic literature. Jennifer works as a writer and editor in Salt Lake
City, Utah. Visit her website at jennifer-adams.com.
Corey Egbert is a freelance illustrator and the author of If Dinosaurs Could
Talk for Me . He grew up in California and Utah, received his BA from
Southern Virginia University, and is currently pursuing an MFA in illustration
from Syracuse University in New York. He lives with his wife, son, and two
cats.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

I'll Walk with You
by Carol Lynn Pearson, illustrated by Jane Sanders
Help little ones learn to show love for the people around them, no matter how
they look, sound, pray, love, or think.
Beloved author of The Lesson and Will You Still Be My Daughter? Carol Lynn
Pearson is known for her heartfelt, sometimes tear-jerking poetry and stories.
Her newest title will enchant children with a sweet, tender poem about loving
and accepting others, no matter what they look like, where they come from, or
what their age and abilities are.

Author Bio
Carol Lynn Pearson is the author of more than forty books and plays,
including Goodbye, I Love You and The Lord Is My Shepherd: Inspiration for
Couples. She is also the author of a variety of poetry, musicals, and plays.
She lives in Walnut Creek, California.
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 17/20
9 x 10 • 32 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423653950 • $24.99 • cl

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

New England Modern
by Jaci Conry, by (photographer) Michael Lee

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
8.5 x 11 • 208 pages
200 Color Photographs
9781423653974 • $58.00 • cl
House & Home / Decorating

Notes
Promotion

Melding the region's time-honored architecture with a multifaceted design
sensibility.
Featuring 10 of New England's top interior designers
New England lays claim to boundless bits of history. The past is everywhere,
especially in the architecture. Surrounded by all this history, is it challenging to
encompass a modern design perspective; to create forward thinking interior
spaces? For a long time that was the case. Butnot anymore. Residents now
want their interiors to exude an innovative, worldly flair. They want their
spaces to embody progress and technology, to exude a cosmopolitan spirit.
Big sideboards and heavy chairs have been swapped out for elements that
resonate with a cleaner decor. Formal rooms have been obviated with open
floor plans. Punches of unexpected color, bold patterns, and layers of textural
elements abound. While New Englanders previously clung to style selections
that were safe and understated, interiors now feature dramatic elements,
reflecting a curated mix of furnishings, modern assemblages of leather, glass,
and steel, and other statement-making contrasting materials. New England
Modern highlights interiors created by ten New England designers that are
bold and vibrant, with a modern feel and flow just right for today's
homeowners.

Author Bio
Jaci Conry has been covering home design for more than fifteen years. She
has written for countless publications including the Boston Globe, Better
Homes & Gardens, Domino, Dwell, Design New England, and Boston Home.
In late 2017, she became editor-in-chief of a new shelter magazine, Interiors
Boston. Michael J. Lee is a Boston-based architectural photographer with a
combined twenty-eight years of interior design and photography experience.
He has shot more than fifty print magazine and book covers, and is a recipient
of awards from The Room to Dream Foundation, The Boston Architectural
College, and The American Society of Interior Designers.

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Botanicum Coloring Book
Special Edition
by Maria Trolle
A special, limited edition of Botanicum coloring book with eight never-beforeseen pages of artwork.
Embark on a floral adventure in this garden of botanicals and beyond: Venture
into a meadow filled with spring flowers, a cool summer lake, an autumn
harvest, and winters first snow. Meet the birds, people, and animals who live
together in this fairytale land in harmony with nature. Calm your mind as you
color the seasons' most beautiful plants. In this book you will also find a
register of plants, birds, and butterflies found in the book. Features two new
illustrations for each season, for eight new pages of illustrations.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 17/20
8.25 x 9.88 • 104 pages
Illustrations Throughout
9781423654018 • $21.99 • cl
Art / General

Maria Trolle is a graphic designer and illustrator living in Tyreso, outside
Stockholm. Her passion for gardening acts as a thread to her art, with plants,
vegetables and flowers offering daily inspiration - preferably from her own
garden.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Gibbs Smith Early Spring 2020

Neon Road Trip
by John Barnes
Take to the road to discover the history and artistry of North America's
disappearing neon signs.
Neon Road Trip chronicles the history of the commercial neon sign with a
curated collection of photographs capturing the most colorful and iconic neon
still surviving today.
The vivid photographs are arranged according to the signs' imagery, with
sections such as Spirit of the West, On the Road, Now That's Entertainment,
andLadies, Diving Girls & Mermaids. Fifteen of the most iconic landmark signs
include brief histories on how that unique sign came to be. A resource section
includes a photography index by location and a Neon Museums Visitor's
Guide.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
9 x 9 • 208 pages
220 Color Photographs
9781423654070 • $35.99 • cl

Notes

John Barnes studied art, graphic design, sculpture and photography, earning
a BFA degree in documentary photography from the University of Delaware
1984. He worked as a commercial advertising photographer for over fifteen
years both on the east coast and in San Francisco, and has been a fine art
photographer for the last 30 years. He recently spent the last two years
traveling around the United States and Canada photographing iconic neon
signs. John resides in Seattle but spends mostof his time traveling taking
photographs.
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Girl Almighty
An Interactive Journal for Being a Mighty Activist of the World &
Other Utterly Respectable Pursuits
by Nicole LaRue
Make a Difference, Explore Your Strengths, Inspire Others.
Now is the time to blaze new trails and to help shape the world into one we
can all be proud of. This illustrated, fill-in activity journal acts as a guide to
prompt girls (and girls, specifically) to explore their world, their strengths, their
future, and their selves. Girl Almighty unites the spirit of girl scouting with realworld activism: Six themed chapters with dynamic, interactive layouts feature
stories about real women and girl role models, diverse career explorations,
self-reflective worksheets, checklists, and activities . . . all carefully chosen to
incite and inspire our future leaders, today. Choose a journey and hit the
ground running! Each challenge accepted and conquered is rewarded with a
rebel badge sticker upon completion.

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 17/20
6 x 9 • 224 pages
Two-Color Interiors
9781423654094 • $24.99 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Returnable

Notes

Nicole LaRue is a graphic designer, illustrator, and author. She believes every
person, no matter their age or status, can help create positive social change.
Called upon at the eleventh hour to create the official logo for the 2017
Women's March on Washington, Nicole is no stranger to mighty work. Her
clients include, Chronicle Books, Abram's Books, Oxford University Press,
Compendium, Inc., Madison Park Greetings, Johnson & Johnson, Chat
Books, Tiny Prints, DC Shoes, American Eagle, and more. See her work at
www.smallmadegoods.com.
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Small & Mighty
An Interactive Guide for Finding Your Voice & Engaging with the
World
by Nicole LaRue

A fill-in activity journal for finding one's place in the world and becoming an
activist for the things you feel passionately about.
Feel like you don't have a voice? You do. Think your opinion doesn't matter? It
does. This engaging, illustrated journal is a rallying cry for young people.
Small & Mighty challenges budding changemakers to investigate their
complex world, valuable strengths, potential careers, and their utterly
irreplaceable selves.
Six themed chapters with dynamic, interactive layouts feature inspirational
stories about real-life role models, self-reflective worksheets, checklists, and
suggested activities anyone can do to hone in on their passion

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 17/20
6 x 9 • 224 pages
Two-Color Interiors
9781423654117 • $24.99 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Returnable

Notes

Nicole LaRue is a graphic designer, illustrator, and author. She believes every
person, no matter their age or status, can help create positive social change.
Called upon at the eleventh hour to create the official logo for the 2017
Women's March on Washington, Nicole is no stranger to mighty work. Her
clients include, Chronicle Books, Abram's Books, Oxford University Press,
Compendium, Inc., Madison Park Greetings, Johnson & Johnson, Chat
Books, Tiny Prints, DC Shoes, American Eagle, and more. See her work at
www.smallmadegoods.com.
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Private Gardens of Santa Barbara
The Art of Outdoor Living
by Margie Grace

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
9.5 x 11 • 224 pages
230 Color Photographs
9781423654148 • $72.00 • cl
Gardening / Garden Design

Notes

An exclusive look at the exquisite residential gardens of the American Riviera.
Private Gardens of Santa Barbara is an invitation into twenty-three distinctive
private gardens: large estates, modest homes, and surf retreats run the gamut
from sublime and naturalistic to bold and urban. What they have in common,
however, is what makes them truly great. These gardens are a response to
the unique character of each site, the existing architecture,and the larger
environment; and adapted to the lifestyle, personality, and practical needs of
the people who live there.
Margie Grace, principal of Grace Design Gardens, is known for incorporating
as many ecosystem services as the property will support such as living soils,
pollinator services, animal habitats, and storm water retention. These gardens
are designed with water-smart, maintenance-smart, and fire-smart priorities in
mind, with high habitat value and plants native to the world's Mediterranean
climates.
A plants and materials list serves as a helpful resource, as readers take away
ideas and inspiration for their own garden-making.

Author Bio
Twice named International Landscape Designer of the Year, Margie Grace is a
well-regarded, nationally known landscape designer with 35+ years in the
landscape design-build profession. She is the founding principal of Grace
Design Associates, Inc. (GDA), based in Santa Barbara, California,
considered the premiere landscape design-build firm in the region.
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Yay, Us!
Made for You By . . .
by Gibbs Smith Publisher
A fill-in-the-blank gift book to celebrate any milestone with your favorite
person.
A million times better than a boring greeting card, Yay, Us! is a whole book all
about you and your #1! Fill it out for your best friend, your partner, your
favorite sibling, or work spouse for just about any occasion. Amusing prompts
encourage you to reflect on the quirks that make the two of you so awesome.
Free to be silly (or serious), create a one-of-a-kindgift with fill-in-the-blanks
such as: We'll be remembered for being __________ and _______; No one
enjoys my _________ the way you do; I can't believe we used to ________!
And the best/worst practical joke we ever played was on ________- and lists
such as: What we'd buy at an antique store; what we'd do if it were our last
day on earth; and what we would do together if we were in jail . . . because
sometimes one line isn't enough.
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
7.25 x 7.25 • 80 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654162 • $22.50 • cl
Family & Relationships / Love & Romance • Non
Returnable
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Sales Rep
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America's 50 States
Maps, Flags, Dates, and Fun Facts!
by Flying Frog
Discover America's fifty states with fun facts, trivia, flags, and maps.
Read about the special features and quirky characteristics that make up
America's patchwork in America's 50 States. Full-color illustrations (including
state maps and icons) and interesting trivia make it an easy and fun journey of
learning! Did you know that one of the word's highest suspension bridges is in
Colorado? Or that Connecticut is home to the first hamburger? Each of
America's states has its own unique symbols, facts, history, landscape, and so
much more.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 10/20
8 x 11 • 52 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654230 • $18.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / History / US / General
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Little Poet Robert Frost: Two Roads
by Kate Coombs, illustrated by Carme Lemniscates
Introduce brilliant babies to the world around them with Robert Frost's The
Road Not Taken."
Little Poet Robert Frost: Two Roads introduces toddlers to Frost's beloved
poem, "The Road Not Taken" through Kate Coombs' sweet story, the entire
Frost poem spread throughout the book, and Carme Lemniscates' beautiful
and engaging art, teaching them when you can Be Adventurous and Be
Yourself, that can make all the difference. Take a walk, chose a path, and see
what awaits you!

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 10/20
6.88 x 6.88 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654278 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Fic / Poetry (See Also Stories In Verse) •
Ages 0-3

Kate Coombs has written several books for children, including the award
winning poetry collection Water Sings Blue and most recently Goodnight Mr.
Darcy. A former teacher of every grade from kindergarten through college,
Kate makes her home in Utah.
Carme Lemniscates is an award-winning author, illustrator, and designer of
children's books. In 2010 she founded Lemniscates Studio (www.lemniscates.
com) in her home city of Barcelona to create her own children's book projects,
which she both writes and illustrates. Carmen also illustrated best-selling
author Jennifer Adams' I Am a Warrior Goddess.
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Little Poet Lewis Carroll: Silly Time
by Kate Coombs, illustrated by Carme Lemniscates
Be silly! Lewis Carroll's hilarious poetry will lead the way.
Lewis Carroll, author of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, Through the
Looking Glass, Jabberwocky," and "The Walrus and the Carpenter," was the
king of silly. Kate Coombs' writing and Carme Lemniscates' fun and silly art
bring Carroll's delightful nonsense poetry to life for little readers, encouraging
them to be silly, Be Creative, and BeYourself. "Will you, won't you, will you,
won't you, won't you join the dance?" The silliest lines have been gathered
from Carroll's vast collection of poetry and stories for this one-of-a-kind board
book.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 10/20
6.88 x 6.88 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654285 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Fic / Poetry (See Also Stories In Verse) •
Ages 0-3

Kate Coombs has written several books for children, including the award
winning poetry collection Water Sings Blue and most recently Goodnight Mr.
Darcy. A former teacher of every grade from kindergarten through college,
Kate makes her home in Utah.
Carme Lemniscates is an award-winning author, illustrator, and designer of
children's books. In 2010 she founded Lemniscates Studio (www.lemniscates.
com) in her home city of Barcelona to create her own children's book projects,
which she both writes and illustrates. Carmen also illustrated best-selling
author Jennifer Adams' I Am a Warrior Goddess.
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Little Naturalists Johnny Appleseed
by Kate Coombs, by (artist) Seth Lucas
Introduce your brilliant baby to the American icon Johnny Appleseed.
John Chapman, known as Johnny Appleseed," planted apple tree nurseries all
over Pennsylvania, Ontario, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and West Virginia. He
believed nobody should ever harm a living thing, so he advocated for animal
rights, became a vegetarian, and planted seeds instead of grafting tree
branches like most other orchardists. Kate Coombs and Seth Lucas recreate
Johnny Appleseed's adventures for young readers, encouraging them to Be
Adventurous and to Be Kind to every person, animal, and plant they meet.

Author Bio
Kate Coombs has written several books for children, including the award
winning poetry collection Water Sings Blue and most recently Goodnight Mr.
Darcy. A former teacher of every grade from kindergarten through college,
Kate makes her home in Utah.
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 10/20
6.88 x 6.88 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654292 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Nature / Environmental
Conservation & Protection • Ages 0-3
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Little Naturalists Ansel Adams and His Camera
by Kate Coombs, by (artist) Seth Lucas
Introduce your brilliant baby to famous naturalist and photographer Ansel
Adams.
Ansel Adams was twelve years old when he received his first camera on a trip
to Yosemite National Park. He spent the rest of his life taking photographs and
advocating for conservation. Kate Coombs' engaging story and Carme
Lemniscates' beautiful art bring Adams to life for young readers, encouraging
little naturalists to Be Adventurous and Be Creative.

Author Bio
Kate Coombs has written several books for children, including the award
winning poetry collection Water Sings Blue and most recently Goodnight Mr.
Darcy. A former teacher of every grade from kindergarten through college,
Kate makes her home in Utah.
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 10/20
6.88 x 6.88 • 22 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654308 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Nature / Environmental
Conservation & Protection • Ages 0-3
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Y Is for Yoga
illustrated by Greg Paprocki
Introduce your toddler to yoga with this playful alphabet primer for brilliant
babies, from the creators of BabyLit.
An engaging collection of 26 illustrations featuring yoga poses, terms, and
techniques from downward dog and visualize to yoga mat and warrior pose.
Illustrator Greg Paprocki's popular BabyLit alphabet board books feature his
classically retro midcentury art style that's proven to be a hit with both toddlers
and adults. Discover newdetails in each illustration with every successive
reading.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
8.38 x 6.38 • 32 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654315 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Alphabet • Ages 0-3

Greg Paprocki works full-time as an illustrator and book designer. In addition
to illustrating several Curious George books, he's provided illustrations for a
number of books for Gibbs Smith, including A Is for Atom, S Is for Santa, B Is
for Boo, and The Big Book of Superheroes. He began his career as an
advertising art director after studying fine art and graphic design at the
University of Nebraska.
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Aunty Acid Breaks the Internet
by Ged Backland
Wickedly witty and wonderfully wise, Aunty Acid is back with a whole new
collection about the world of technology.
Aunty Acid is the sassy senior created to give the crazy old lady in all of us" a
voice that can be heard from ten blocks away. In Aunty Acid Breaks the
Internet, this feisty senior tells it like it is. She has her own unique opinions
about technology, social media, and everything having to do with the digital
world.

Author Bio
Aunty Acid is created by Ged Backland and is brought to life by the team at
the Backland Studio in Bradford, West Yorkshire, in Northern England. Their
other properties include the widely successful Scarlett & Crimson series.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
6 x 6 • 112 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654346 • $14.99 • cl
HUMOR / Topic / Internet & Social Media

Notes
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S'mores
by Lisa Adams
Everyone's favorite campfire treat gets a makeover.
No campsite? No problem! Author Lisa Adams gives suggestions for making
s'mores on a barbecue, in the oven, over a stovetop, and on the hearth of
your living room fireplace. S'mores shares over 60 ways to make unique and
scrumptious treats this camping season. Enjoy the Banana Caramel, the
Strawberry Shortcake, the Hazelnut Raspberry Brownie, the Biscotti Latte,
and many, manys'more.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
7 x 7 • 128 pages
40 Color Photographs
9781423654360 • $21.99 • cl
Cooking / Courses & Dishes / Desserts

Lisa Adams is a writer, camping veteran, and lifetime sweet tooth who is
delighted to bring these three passions together in this one yummy recipe
collection. When not munching on s'mores, Lisa spends her time as a writer
and editor whose work has appeared in print, on television, and on the Web.
She lives in Menlo Park, California, with two of her favorite and most ravenous
s'mores fans, John and Emma.
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LEAD

Llamacorn is Kind, The (board book)
by Kate Coombs
A fanciful cross between a llama and a unicorn, Llamacorns are spreading
kindness throughout the land.
Meet the magical crowd of one-horned beasts in Llamacorn Land as they
come to life through bright illustrations and endearing rhymes: the beautiful
Unicorn, the clumsy Buffalocorn, a big blue Walruscorn, the fearsome
Tigercorn, and more in this playful introduction to the land of the Llamacorn.
“But watch for the one who will be your friend, who will share his cookies, and
play pretend, the nicest creature you’ll ever find—” who could it be but our
new friend the Llamacorn! This gentle message of kindness will make The
Llamacorn Is Kind an instant favorite.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 10/20
6.88 x 6.88 • 22 pages
9781423654384 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic •
Ages 0-3

Kate Coombs is an award-winning author of original fairy tales, poems,
middle-grade fantasy novels, and picture books, including the critically
acclaimed Water Sings Blue, which won the Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry
Award for 2012, and seven books in the bestselling BabyLit series. She lives
in Bountiful, Utah.
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Moon Milk
Easy Recipes for Peaceful Sleep
by Anni Daulter
More than fifty recipes for calming beverages to bring your day to a restful
close.
Relaxing nighttime drinks have often been thought of as a miracle worker for
helping you to snooze soundly and deeply. Many of the recipes in Moon Milk
include adaptogens in the ingredients, such as ginseng, turmeric, or
cardamom, to help reduce stress, relieve fatigue, and bring a sense of
calmness and peace.
While most of the tasty, beautiful beverages are warm drinks made with
nondairy or dairy milks, there are recipes for cool elixirs, and options to be
made using teas and flavored waters; alcohol may be added in as well.

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
8.25 x 5 • 128 pages
40 Color Photographs
9781423654483 • $24.99 • cl
Cooking / Beverages / General

Anni Daulter, the founder of the Sacred Living Movement, is a professional
cook, food stylist, and author. She founded the baby food company Bohemian
Baby and the magazine and website Sacred Pregnancy . She has styled food
for several books, including Meringue, Caramel, and Mashed, as well as
authored Bites on a Board, The Organic Family Cookbook, Ice Pop Joy,
Sacred Pregnancy, and others. She lives in Portland, Oregon.
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Moments
Made for You By . . .
illustrated by Melanie Mikecz
Celebrate your favorite people with this quirky, fill-in-the-blank series of
books, new from Gibbs Smith.
A million times better than a boring greeting card, MOMents is a whole book
all about you and your mom! Perfect for Mother's Day, birthdays, or special
occasions, these amusing prompts encourage you to reflect on the quirks and
memories that make your relationship unique. Free to be silly (or serious),
create a one-of-a-kind gift withfill-in-the-blanks such as: Every time I need to
know how to _____, I call you; Mom, you're the _____ to my ______; I was in
SO much trouble with you that time I ______; and I secretly believe that all
moms are _____ in disguise. Have fun reflecting on all the moments that you
and your mom have shared together with this fill-in-the-blank book.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
7.25 x 7.25 • 80 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654513 • $22.50 • cl
Family & Relationships / General • Non Returnable
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Here's to Your Ridiculous Life
Made for You By . . .
illustrated by Erin MacEachern
Celebrate your favorite people with this quirky, fill-in-the-blank series of
books, new from Gibbs Smith.
Here's to Your Ridiculous Life is a whole fill-in-the-blank book for your favorite
person! Completely ridiculous prompts encourage you to be silly as you offer
amusing advice on life for your #1. Create a one-of-a-kind gift with fill-in-theblanks such as: If you were a _____, you'd be a monkey's ______; laugh like
______ if _____ were to hit you in the face; You most certainly can have your
_____ and _____ it too; and If you can't _____ them, ______ them, then drive
away fast!

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
7.25 x 7.25 • 80 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654520 • $22.50 • cl
Family & Relationships / General • Non Returnable
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Black and White - Blanco y Negro
by Meritxell Marti, by (artist) Xavier Salomo
The colors black and white paint a fun story in this bilingual Spanish/English
board book.
Did you know that colors can tell stories? The illustrations in this charming
board book introduce your brilliant baby to all kinds of things that are black
and white, including bats flying over a castle, a spider near a piano, and a
ghost drinking milk. A full moon kicks off this fun story that leads in surprising
directions, all colored with relaxing and harmoniousshades of black and white.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 24/20
5.5 x 5.5 • 48 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654452 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Foreign Language Study /
Spanish • Ages 0-3

Illustrator XAVIER SALOMO was born in Barcelona. He studied illustration,
drawing, and printing at the Massana School of Barcelona and art history at
the University of Barcelona. He's worked as an illustrator and graphic designer
for various advertising agencies and publishers. In 2006 he won the Junceda
Prize for his book The Sounds of . . . MERITXELL MARTI was born in
Barcelona and is a writer and professor of humanities at the Open University
of Catalonia.
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101 Things(Reg TM) to Do with a Pickle
by Eliza Cross
Dills, gherkins, bread and butters, spicy, kosher, sour, or sweet - you'll relish
the versatility of pickles in these easy and inventive recipes.
Back by popular demand! This fun and zesty cookbook is full of recipes for
making pickles as well as using them in a dill-icious collection of pickle
appetizers, sandwiches, salads, dinners, and even desserts.
101 Things To Do With a Pickle showcases all kinds of pickles from salty to
sweet, starring in recipes like Sweet & Sour Mustard Pickles, Bacon-Wrapped
Pickle Poppers, Dill Pickle Soup, Roast Pickle Potatoes, and Sweet Pickle
Pie.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
5.25 x 7.25 • 128 pages
9781423654681 • $14.99 • spiral bound
Cooking / Specific Ingredients / General

Notes

Eliza Cross is the author of more than a dozen books, including recent titles
like Small Bites: Skewers, Sliders, and Other Party Eats, Berries: Sweet and
Savory Recipes, and Pumpkin It Up! Eliza's articles have appeared in
numerous publications including Sunset, Parents, Writers' Digest, Mountain
Living, Mother Earth Living and Western Art & Architecture Magazine .
Combining her love of cooking and design, Eliza develops recipes and styles
cuisine for corporate photo shoots. She blogs about saving money, good food
and organic gardening at HappySimpleLiving.com , and is the founder of the
bacon enthusiasts' society BENSA. Eliza lives in Centennial, Colorado, with
her family.
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Bookstores Save Democracy! Tote
by designed by Gibbs Smith, Publisher
A bi-partisan statement tote to show the world where you place your hope for
the future: in your favorite bookstore, of course!
14 wide x 15.5" tall x 5" gusset, natural cotton, 22" handles
Made 100% in the USA.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
14 x 15.5
9781423654445 • $30.00 • totebags, backpack, cases,
wallets
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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101 Things to Do with Tofu
by Donna Kelly and Anne Tegtmeier
Vegetarian meal planning is simple with 101 recipes using tofu that are
healthy, delicious, and full of variety.
Back by popular demand: 101 goes vegetarian! 101 Things to Do with Tofu
makes vegetarian and vegan meals even easier, with simple recipes, fast
meal solutions, and healthy fare that is sure to make your mouth water. Let
this valuable and versatile protein source shine in your kitchen with recipes
such as Butternut Squash Soup, Tofu Hummus, Healthy Mac 'n' Cheese, Tofu
Sloppy Joes, Sublime Spinach Lasagna, Thai Coconut Curry, Tripleberry
Tarts, Classic Cheesecake, and Lemon Raspberry Tiramisu.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Mar 3/20
5.25 x 7.75 • 128 pages
9781423654537 • $14.99 • spiral bound
Cooking / Specific Ingredients / Natural Foods

Notes

Donna Kelly is the author of several cookbooks, including French Toast, 101
Things To Do With a Tortilla, 101 Things To Do With Chicken, 101 Things To
Do With Tofu, 101 Things To Do with Canned Soup, and 101 Things To Do
With a Toaster Oven. She lives in Provo, Utah.
Anne Tegtmeier established Fan Fare Themed Catering in 2017. After
reuniting with her birth mother Donna Kelly in 1999, Anne and Donna
discovered common interests and co-authored 101 Things to Do with Tofu and
Virgin Vegan: Everyday Recipes for Satisfying Your Appetite . Anne attended
Boot Camp training at the Culinary Institute of America, appeared on the Food
Network's Ultimate Recipe Showdown, and currently co-writes the food blog
Apron Strings with Donna. She lives in Portland, Oregon.
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Read Banned Books Socks
by designed by Gibbs Smith, Publisher
Make reading time extra-cozy in a pair of bookish socks.
Read Banned Books socks are the perfect pair for rebel readers.
Gibbs Smith socks are made of a 70% cotton, 28% polyester, 2% elastic
blend.
One-size-fits-most: Women 7.5-12; Men 6-11.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
3.25 x 14
9781423654728 • $19.99 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Do less laundry-read more books. . . . Collect all the Gibbs Smith LoveLit
socks!
• Dangerous Women Read Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5296-0)
• Book Nerd Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5295-3)
• I'm Reading Right Meow Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5297-7)
• Books Are My Jam Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5298-4)
• I'd Rather Be at Book Club Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5299-1)
• Read Outside Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5301-1)
• I Like Big Books and I Cannot Lie Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5303-5)
• Bookin' Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5302-8)
• Curled Up with a GoodBook Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5300-4)
• Readers Are Leaders (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5474-2)
• Read Before You Think (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5473-5)
• Readers Move the World (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5475-9)
• Readers of the World Unite (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5476-6)

Notes
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Read Before You Think Socks
by designed by Gibbs Smith, Publisher
Make reading time extra-cozy in a pair of bookish socks.
In these trying times, it's best to Read Before You Think . Remind yourself,
and others, with this rad pair of socks from Gibbs Smith's LoveLit line.
Gibbs Smith socks are made of a 70% cotton, 28% polyester, 2% elastic
blend.
One-size-fits-most: Women 7.5-12; Men 6-11.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
3.25 x 14
9781423654735 • $19.99 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Do less laundry-read more books. . . . Collect all the Gibbs Smith LoveLit
socks!
• Dangerous Women Read Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5296-0)
• Book Nerd Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5295-3)
• I'm Reading Right Meow Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5297-7)
• Books Are My Jam Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5298-4)
• I'd Rather Be at Book Club Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5299-1)
• Read Outside Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5301-1)
• I Like Big Books and I Cannot Lie Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5303-5)
• Bookin' Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5302-8)
• Curled Up with a Good Book Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5300-4)
• Readers Are Leaders (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5474-2)
• Read Banned Books (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5472-8)
• Readers Move the World (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5475-9)
• Readers of the World Unite (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5476-6)
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Readers Are Leaders Socks
by designed by Gibbs Smith, Publisher
Make reading time extra-cozy in a pair of bookish socks.
Whether in school or out in your community, put your best foot forward with
this pair of Readers Are Leaders socks from Gibbs Smith's LoveLit line.
Gibbs Smith socks are made of a 70% cotton, 28% polyester, 2% elastic
blend.
One-size-fits-most: Women 7.5-12; Men 6-11.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
3.25 x 14
9781423654742 • $19.99 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Do less laundry-read more books. . . . Collect all the Gibbs Smith LoveLit
socks!
• Dangerous Women Read Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5296-0)
• Book Nerd Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5295-3)
• I'm Reading Right Meow Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5297-7)
• Books Are My Jam Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5298-4)
• I'd Rather Be at Book Club Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5299-1)
• Read Outside Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5301-1)
• I Like Big Books and I Cannot Lie Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5303-5)
• Bookin' Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5302-8)
• Curled Up with a Good Book Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5300-4)
• Read Before You Think (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5473-5)
• Read Banned Books (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5472-8)
• Readers Move the World (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5475-9)
• Readers of the World Unite (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5476-6)
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Readers Move the World Socks
by designed by Gibbs Smith, Publisher
Make reading time extra-cozy. . .
Readers Move the World, because even movers and shakers need
comfortable socks!
Gibbs Smith socks are made of a 70% cotton, 28% polyester, 2% elastic
blend.
One-size-fits-most: Women 7.5-12; Men 6-11.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
3.25 x 14
9781423654759 • $19.99 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Do less laundry-read more books. . . . Collect all the Gibbs Smith LoveLit
socks!
• Dangerous Women Read Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5296-0)
• Book Nerd Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5295-3)
• I'm Reading Right Meow Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5297-7)
• Books Are My Jam Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5298-4)
• I'd Rather Be at Book Club Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5299-1)
• Read Outside Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5301-1)
• I Like Big Books and I Cannot Lie Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5303-5)
• Bookin' Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5302-8)
• Curled Up with a Good Book Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5300-4)
• Readers Are Leaders (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5474-2)
• Read Before You Think (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5473-5)
• Read Banned Books (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5472-8)
• Readers of the World Unite (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5476-6)
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Readers of the World Unite Socks
by designed by Gibbs Smith, Publisher
Make reading time extra-cozy. . .
. . . and instantly connect with other bookworms with this pair of Readers of
the World Unite socks!
Gibbs Smith socks are made of a 70% cotton, 28% polyester, 2% elastic
blend.
One-size-fits-most: Women 7.5-12; Men 6-11.

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Jan 7/20
3.25 x 14
9781423654766 • $19.99 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Do less laundry-read more books. . . . Collect all the Gibbs Smith LoveLit
socks!
• Dangerous Women Read Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5296-0)
• Book Nerd Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5295-3)
• I'm Reading Right Meow Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5297-7)
• Books Are My Jam Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5298-4)
• I'd Rather Be at Book Club Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5299-1)
• Read Outside Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5301-1)
• I Like Big Books and I Cannot Lie Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5303-5)
• Bookin' Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5302-8)
• Curled Up with a Good Book Socks (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5300-4)
• Readers Are Leaders (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5474-2)
• Read Before You Think (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5473-5)
• Read Banned Books (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5472-8)
• Readers Move the World (ISBN: 978-1-4236-5475-9)
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The Little Book of Living Small
by Laura Fenton
A comprehensive guide to small-space secrets and real-life solutions for living
in 1,200 square feet or less.
The Little Book of Living Small shows readers how to make the most of limited
square footage - with grace and style - and serves as the cheerleader readers
need to help themselves feel satisfied and proud of their choice to live with
less. In addition to exploring both the motivation behind choosing to live in a
small space, as well as the practical, everyday advice for managing a tight
footprint, The Little Book of Living Small also includes case studies: 12 stylesavvy, small-space dwellers open their doors and share their design secrets.
Author Laura Fenton covers a range of homes including studio apartments,
one- and two-bedroom houses, a tiny house, a co-living space, and even
whole houses. Stylistically these homes range from urban, rural, minimalist,
and country, with the unifying thread that they are all real homes of less than
1,200 square feet that offer clever solutions that readers can use in their own
homes.
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Apr 7/20
8 x 9 • 224 pages
200 Color Photographs
9781423652533 • $35.99 • cl
House & Home / Small Spaces

Notes
Promotion

Author Bio
Laura Fenton is the lifestyle director at Parents magazine. With more than
fifteen years of experience, her work has appeared in major publications
including Better Homes & Gardens, Country Living, Good Housekeeping, and
on leading home websites including Remodelista.com, HGTV.com, ElleDecor.
com, HouseBeautiful.com, Refinery29, and elsewhere. Through her writing
she has explored the topic of living small for more than a decade. She lives
small with her husband, a photographer, and their son in Jackson Heights,
Queens, in New York.
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Bad Dad Jokes
This Is How Eye Roll
by Bart King
A goofy book celebrating the Dad Joke lifestyle - packed with jokes and
wordplay for your favorite punster.
Bad Dad Jokes covers every aspect of the most simultaneously loathed and
beloved joke form of all time: the pun. Because Dad Humor" should be
practiced by everyone (regardless of age, gender, or family status) this book
serves to encourage creative thinking and punning habits for everyone! Learn
how to properly deliver a pun (whether written, visual, or verbal) and how to
pretend you're sorry for your Dad Joke (even when you're not). Includes:
quality pre-loaded puns, the taxonomy of the different types of wordplay,
famous punsters, and Great Moments in Dad Joke History.

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Apr 21/20
6 x 7 • 160 pages
B/w Illustrations Throughout
9781423652922 • $21.99 • pb
Humor / Form / Puns & Word Play

Bart King has written more than twenty-eight books, including The Big Book
of Boy Stuff, The Big Book of Spy Stuff, and The Pocket Guide to Mischief .
His books for Gibbs Smith have sold more than 830,000 copies combined. He
lives in Portland, Oregon.
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The Buttermilk Kitchen Cookbook
by Suzanne Vizethann, by (photographer) Angie Mosier
100 farm-to-table breakfast, brunch, and lunch recipes with a modern
Southern sensibility.
Redefine the culinary boundaries of breakfast. Designed for the home cook
using traditional cooking techniques and farm-fresh ingredients, The
Buttermilk Kitchen Cookbook includes all-time regional favorites, as well as
with pantry and refrigerator staples like granola, preserves, pickles, and other
condiments. There are pastry recipes, beverages, vegan and vegetarian
options, and a buttermilk bonus chapter.
The Buttermilk Kitchen Cookbook joins the trend toward healthier comfort
food, balancing traditional dishes that use the very best seasonal ingredients,
and creative recipes incorporating new spices and flavor combinations. Many
of the dishes work for lunch or dinner, as well as and breakfast or brunch. It is
a cookbook that home cooks will find they can use every day of the week, any
time of the day or night.
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Apr 21/20
8 x 10 • 208 pages
50 Color Photographs
9781423653462 • $43.00 • cl
Cooking / American / Southern States

Notes

Author Bio
Suzanne Vizethann earned a degree in hospitality from the University of
South Carolina and trained in several kitchens with Iron Chef" star Richard
Blais. She won the Chopped competition on the Food Network cooking
competition show, owned the small restaurant The Hungry Peach, and now is
the chef and co-owner of the award-winning Buttermilk Kitchen. She lives in
Atlanta.
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Hydrangeas
Beautiful Varieties for Home and Garden
by Naomi Slade, by (photographer) Georgianna Lane
A favorite indoor-outdoor flower adorns the summer in colorful bursts of
petals.
Perhaps the most abundantly blooming plant, hydrangeas have captivated
gardeners and cultivators alike with their old-fashioned charm and tantalizing
colors. From late spring to early autumn, they burst from the ends of stems in
natural bouquets of vibrant pink, stunning white, lavender, rose, and blue.
With over 75 species and 600 named cultivars that range over the world,
thevariety makes them perfect for any occasion.
Georgianna Lane's entrancing photography showcase the varieties of nature's
firework flower, such as the intensely colored Alpengluhen and the airy
Lanarth White, while Naomi Slade imparts her gardening expertise for the
fullest bloom of this rewarding flower. Readers will discover the wide array that
hydrangeas have to offer, and why these bountiful blossoms are becoming
increasingly popular as houseplants and gifts.
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Apr 14/20
7.5 x 9.75 • 240 pages
125 Color Photographs
9781423654025 • $31.99 • cl
Gardening / Flowers / Perennials

Notes
Promotion

Author Bio
Naomi Slade is a well-known journalist and photographer specializing in
gardening, environment, and lifestyle. A biologist by training, naturalist by
inclination, and with a lifelong love of plants, she contributes regularly to a
range of British publications including The English Garden and House and
Garden, and appears on TV and radio. Georgianna Lane is a leading floral,
garden and travel photographer whose work has been widely published. Her
work has featured in BBC Gardens Illustrated, Gardener's World, Romantic
Homes and Victoria . Visit her blog at georgiannalane.com, which chronicles
her styled floral photo shoots and more.
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Seek & Find Biomes
Tundra o Alpine o Forest o Rainforest o Savanna o Grassland o
Desert o Freshwater o Marine
by Jorrien Peterson
Learn about the plants and animals in nine unique biomes with fun facts,
engaging questions, and intricate illustrations.
A biome is a naturally occurring community of diverse plants and animals.
Explore your world top to bottom with Seek & Find Biomes to learn what
makes each one totally unique and see if you can spot the recurring shapes
hidden throughout the illustrations. Did you know that jaguars have been
known to hunt in the Sonoran Desert? Or that the Amazon, the most powerful
river in the world, is home to the unique pink river dolphin? Seek and find
these creatures and many more in their natural biomes. A helpful glossary
provides details for further discovery.

Author Bio
Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Apr 7/20
8 x 12 • 32 pages
Full-Color Illustrations
9781423654032 • $28.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Environmental
Science & Ecology • Ages 4-8 years

Jorrien Peterson is one half of the husband/wife design duo Fell, focusing on
design with a sense of place. Fell specializes in a minimal approach to
illustration and believes there is beauty in simplicity. Jorrien's work has been
featured in the Communication Arts Illustration Annual, the Association of
Illustrators World Illustration Awards, the AIGA Salt Lake City 100 Show,
Design Arts Utah, the Springville Museum of Art Spring Salon, and Stationery
Trends.
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The Llamacorn Land Cookbook
by Barbara Beery
The one-horned animals of Llamacorn Land are excited to share their favorite
snacks and treats with you!
Everyone knows the Llamacorn, the kindest of the animals in Llamacorn Land,
who is happy to share his cookies and play games all day long. Now kids can
make Llamacorn Cookies at home, along with Gorillacorn Banana Bread
Bites, Girafficorn Head-In-A-Cloud Cakes, Walruscorn Sand Dollars,
Snakicorn Loop-De-Loop Pretzels and more! Snacktime has never been more
fun!

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Apr 7/20
8 x 10 • 96 pages
Color Photographs and Spot Illustrations
9781423654209 • $24.99 • cl
Cooking / Cooking With Kids

Barbara Beery combined her natural talents for cooking and teaching to
create Batter Up Kids, a children's cooking school, in 1991. She has a
bachelor's degree in elementary education from the University of Texas, and
spent 13 years teaching 2nd and 3rd grades and pre-school children ages 3 to
5 years.
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The Real Dirt on America's Frontier Outlaws
by Jim Motavalli
Learn the real stories behind the infamous renegades of the West.
The rebels and bandits of the American West-like Billy the Kid, Jesse James,
and Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid-have always made for thrilling tales
of gunfights, heists, and outlaws. From the beginning, penny dreadfuls, Wild
West shows, dime novels, and urban legends romanticized and magnified
these renegades and their wild American spirits. These tales, however, don't
capture the truthof the West's outlaws-nor do we hear about other lawless
individuals, such as Pearl Hart, Belle Starr, or the Bloody Espinosas. Jim
Motavalli returns with The Real Dirt on America's Frontier Outlaws to give a
real and more inclusive look at the old West and the dangerous figures that
immortalized it.

Author Bio

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Apr 21/20
7 x 9 • 240 pages
40 Photographs
9781423654582 • $35.99 • cl
History / US / State & Local / West

Jim Motavalli writes for the New York Times, The Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania, Barron's, NPR's Car Talk, Autoblog, Natural
Awakenings, and others. He lectures frequently on environmental topics in the
US and abroad. Motavalli is a two-time winner of the Global Media Award from
the Population Institute, and hosts a radio program on WPKN-FM in
Connecticut, with frequent guests and live music. He lives in Fairfield,
Connecticut.
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